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Stepin Fetchit  Meets Mohammed Ali 

 With so much attention to black-white stereotypes and standoffs recently in 

Fergusen and Saint Louis, Missouri, I was intrigued by the recent west coast premier of a  

play at the Marin Theatre Company in Mill Valley, Fetch Clay, Make Man ,by Will 

Power the Hip Hop Theater Pioneer. The gist for the play came from a press conference 

in the mid-1960’s when heavy weight boxing champion, Muhammed Ali ( earlier known 

as Cassius Clay)  introduced the Hollywood comedic actor, Stepin Fetchit ( actor Lincoln 

Perry) as his “secret strategy man”. Both represented earlier black stereotypes and/or 

standoffs between whites and blacks. 

 Stepin Fetchit was the first black actor to receive a featured screen credit ( and 

later in life won a star on the Hollywood Walk of fame.) Fetchit was also the first black 

movie star to have made a million dollars. He starred or was featured in 54 films from 

1925 to 1976, including the part of Joe in the first part- talkie version of Show Boat. 

Fetchit played a kind of “ laziest man in the world” character, a stereotype of Negro 
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ignorance and  tom-foolery. During the civil rights period he was often lampooned as a 

kind of racial traitor for his portrayal of an “ Uncle Tom” stereotype. In point of fact, 

Fetchit  was highly literate and combined his Hollywood acting with a career writing for 

the black newspaper, The Chicago Defender. In the play, Fetchit is warned by his 

Hollywood film boss not to give interviews which showed his literate side, lest that take 

away from his movie image as a rather dumb lazy black man. Of course, the  grossly 

overdone character of the stereotyped role he played could also have allowed for a partial 

rejection of the image. Fetchit had hoped for other kinds of black acting roles but 

remained stereotyped to the one audiences knew best. 

 Muhammed Ali, by contrast, boasting of being “ the greatest” joined the anti-

white Nation of Islam. He was viewed as a kind of racial hero for embracing black pride 

and white antagonism but also felt betrayed by the brutal murder of Malcolm X ( often 

attributed to the Nation of Islam). At least one biographer has claimed that Stepin Fetchit 

converted to Islam in the 1960’s but it did not last since he died a Catholic.  

 The play takes place in the run-up to the 1965 rematch between Muhammad Ali 

and Sonny Liston. That boxing match ended abruptly when Liston went down for the 

count less than two minutes into the first round after a’ phantom punch’ ( called that since 

people did not see it) was delivered by Ali. The core of the play takes place in the 

imagined drama taking place in Ali’s dressing room. Fetchit is interested in enticing Ali 

into making a film which would allow Fetchit also a prominent role ( in point of fact in 

the 1970’s Ali did make such a film called The Greatest but with no part for Fetchit.) 

Fetchit had been a friend of the earlier black heavyweight champion, Jack Johnson, 

famed for his ‘ anchor punch’. Ali wants Fetchit to teach that punch to him ( was that the 
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famous phantom punch which felled Sonny Liston or, as conjectured at the time, did 

Liston fake the fall for other reasons?). 

 We also see attempts to convert Fetchit from his Catholicism by an ex-thug now 

working for Ali and the struggle of Ali and his wife Sonyi Roi with their new life in the 

Nation of  Islam. In point of fact, soon after the events in the play the two divorced 

because Roi, an ex-cocktail waitress, refused to wear the Muslim veil and long skirts. 

 Fetchit defends himself in the play as not a racial traitor ( after all, no one who 

wrote for the Chicago Defender would have been). He was a trailblazer in film and later 

in his life was recognized by the NAACP for an award.  Muhammed Ali, of course, also 

became known not just as one of the greatest boxers of all time but as an athlete who 

stood up for his people. Later in life he received a Presidential medal of honor but he lost 

four of his most productive boxing years because of his refusal in 1966 to allow himself 

to be drafted to fight in the Vietnam War. He claimed conscientious objector status but 

was refused it by the draft board. Put on trial in June 20, 1967 for his refusal to accept the 

draft, Ali was convicted by a jury of only white jurors. 

 Ali had said that he would not serve in the army. “ My enemy is white people, not 

the Viet Cong.  No Viet Cong ever called me a ‘ nigger’. You’re my opposer when I want 

freedom. You’re my opposer when I want justice. You are my opposer when I want 

equality. You won’t even stand for me in America because of my religious beliefs and 

you want me to go somewhere and fight when you won’t even stand up for my religious 

beliefs at home”. A court of appeals upheld the verdict against Ali but, finally, on June 

28, 1971 the United States Supreme Court by an 8 decision ( one abstention by Thurgood 

Marshall) ruled that the draft board had not clearly indicated why it refused Ali his 
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conscientious objector status. But for that period of some four years, at the peak of his 

boxing career, Ali was barred from boxing. 

 The play which premiered in 2010 at the McCarter  Theatre Center in Princeton, 

New Jersey will go on after its Marin Theatre Company performances to be mounted by  

Maryland’s Round House Theatre.   

 Two of the children of Fetchit and Ali went on to their own notoriety. Ali’s 

daughter Laila is a renowned woman boxer, ironic because Ali has said he is against 

women boxing.  A son of Fetchit, Donald travelled the Pennsylvania Turnpike shooting 

people. He killed three and injured fifteen before turning the gun on himself and 

committing suicide. 

 As the New York Times  said about Fetch Clay, Make Man “ plenty of verbal 

punches are thrown” in this “ eye-popping and intriguing new play that is also a “ 

fascinating and bracing look at the politics of identity”. Excellently acted and mounted, 

The Marin Theatre Company’s production makes us look again closely in this time of the 

shooting of black teenagers in many United States cities by police forces which are not 

well-integrated racially at that nebulous but important issue of the politics of identity. It 

reminds us also of what the writer Joyce Carol Oates has said of Ali:” Few other athletes 

were so able to define the terms of his public reputation.” 


